Abstract. In October 1994 the RS CVn eclipsing binary AR Lacertae was monitored by IUE during two orbital cycles. We have used 59 low resolution spectra, acquired in the range 1150-1950Å, to derive light curves for emission lines formed at different temperatures between about 10 000 and 200 000 K and to study the flare signatures versus temperature of line formation. We have analyzed a sequence of 59 high resolution Mg ii k line profiles using multi-Gaussian fits (the spectral imaging technique) to derive information of the spatial structure of the chromospheres of both stars in the AR Lac system. We discuss the quiet chromospheric emission from both stars, and we show that enhanced Mg ii emission is present in extended structures corotating with the K0 IV star and close to the system center-of-mass. We also report on evidence for absorbing structures toward both the stars. This study of AR Lac used the new orbital elements of Marino et al. (1998) and spectra reduced and calibrated with NEWSIPS. A comparison between fluxes derived from the analyzed NEWSIPS spectra and from IUESIPS spectra is provided.
Introduction
In this paper we report on the chromospheric structure of AR Lacertae (=HD 210334), the brightest eclipsing RS CVn-type binary system. RS CVn systems are detached close binaries with two late type stars, one of spectral type late F or G V/IV and the other of approximate spectral type K0 IV/III. Due to the tidal coupling of the rotational and orbital periods that enforces higher-than-normal rotation, all features of stellar activity that depend on rotation period are consequently enhanced on these systems. The structures of the chromospheres, transition regions and coronae in RS CVn binaries have been derived by analyzing their UV, EUV, and X-ray spectra, the radio continuum emission and the few emission lines that lie in the visual region of their spectra.
AR Lacertae consists of a G2 IV primary and a K0 IV secondary star, which are spin-orbit coupled with Send offprint requests to: I. Pagano, e-mail: ipa@sunct.ct.astro.it a 1.98 day period, and have a mass ratio M 1 /M 2 ∼ 0.89 (Marino et al. 1998 ). The K star seems to be metaldeficient, but this is not the case for the G star (Naftilan & Drake 1977) . The physical characteristics and orbital elements of AR Lac are listed in Table 1 . In this paper the individual V magnitude values are computed using the luminosity ratio in the V band found by Lanza et al. (1998) , L G /L K (V ) = 0.59, and the V magnitude of the system at light maximum given by Strassmeier et al. (1993) , V max = 6.09. The absolute magnitudes M V are then derived by adopting the distance d = 42 pc measured by HIPPARCOS (Perryman et al. 1997) . The radii are computed from the product of the mean fractional radii given by Lanza et al. (1998) (r G = 0.117, and r K = 0.303) and the semi-major axis given by Marino et al. (1998) (d G−K = 8.9 R for orbital inclination i = 87
• ).
AR Lac was observed by the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE, see Boggess et al. 1978 ) several times since 1979. Maps of the chromospheres of the two stars were derived by Walter et al. (1987) and by Neff et al. (1989) Marino et al. (1998) γ −34.5 k ms −1 Marino et al. (1998) i 87
• Strassmeier et al. (1993) Pagano et al. (1992a Pagano et al. ( , 1992b Pagano et al. ( , 1994 Pagano et al. ( , and 1995 , and Kövári et al. (2000) . We have embarked on a new study of AR Lac in the light of two recent improvements in the data: (a) new and more accurate orbital elements of AR Lac (Marino et al. 1998) , which are a key factor when using the spectral imaging technique, as shown in Sect. 5.3, and (b) the release of the NEWSIPS (New Spectral Image Processing System) spectra, which provides data that are homogeneous in wavelength and flux calibrations. The main difference between the new orbital elements and those given by Sanford (1951) , that have been used in all the analyses of IUE high resolution Mg ii line profiles published to date, is the amplitude of the radial velocity curve of the K0 IV star. According to Marino et al. (1998) it is about 9 km s −1 less than previously assumed. In fact, the Sanford (1951) orbital elements lead to a discrepancy between the measured and predicted radial velocities of the K0 IV star, that are extremely evident close to quadratures (cf. Neff et al. 1989) , and can mimic the effect that superficial inhomogeneities produce on the line profiles. Since, as we will show in Sect. 5.3, the information on the chromospheric spatial structure can be extracted from the line profiles only after the stellar radial velocities are assumed a priori, the accurate new orbital elements, as well as the accurate wavelength calibration provided by NEWSIPS are essential for our analysis. All the available IUE data of AR Lac can now be re-analyzed to obtain more accurate chromospheric maps and conclusive evaluations on the long-term variability of this system. Here we present the analysis of the IUE data set acquired in Oct. 1994 , during the last of the IUE observing campaigns of this star covering more than one orbit. The analysis of the IUE data acquired in earlier observations will be the subject of future papers, as well as the study of the chromospheric variability on a time scale of about 15 years.
The observations
Ultraviolet observations of AR Lac were obtained by the IUE satellite over 5 days from Oct. 02 to Oct. 06 1994, with a continuous coverage of ∼ 102 hours. The LWP camera obtained 59 high resolution spectra, and the SWP camera obtained 59 low resolution spectra. The large aperture was used for both the SWP and LWP observations. The Fine Error Sensor (FES) on board IUE was used to get a light curve in a wide optical band reducible through appropriate calibrations to the V band. The typical sequence of observations consisted of repeated cycles of: FES, LWP-HI, FES, SWP-LO. The SWP spectra exposure times were typically of 30 min, while the LWP spectra were exposed generally for 60 min. The data log is given in Tables 2  and 3 . For each spectrum, the orbital/rotational phase at mid-exposure was computed by using the ephemeris HJD = 2450692.5174, P = 1.983188 given by Marino et al. (1998) , with the primary eclipse of the G2 IV star occuring at phase 0.0.
At the time of our observations the FES was affected by scattered sunlight, the so called FES anomaly, which was superimposed to other diffuse light. The resulting FES light curve is therefore unreliable, and we will not discuss it further. The same source of the FES anomaly also affected the high resolution LWP spectra. In fact, between 2 900 and 3 000Å, the solar spectrum is present as scattered light (Rodriguez Pascual 1993) . SWP spectra were not affected by the FES anomaly.
Data reduction and analysis method
We have analyzed the Final Archive spectra retrived from the Multi-mission Archive at STScI (MAST), which were reduced by using the NEWSIPS (New Spectral Image Processing System) procedures. According to the IUE NEWSIPS Information Manual Ver. 2.0 (Garhart et al. 1997) , the spectral resolution is about 0.17Å (∼ 18 km s −1 ) for the Mg ii h&k region (λ ∼ 2800Å) in LWP high resolution spectra, and ranges from ∼ 3 to ∼ 6.3Å in the SWP low resolution spectra between 1200 and 1900Å (750-1000 km s −1 ). The instrumental profile is well described by a Gaussian function.
All spectral line measurements and analysis of the line profiles were done under IDL by means of the ICUR software package 1 .
We measured the SWP low-dispersion line fluxes by using Gaussian fits to the emission lines plus a quadratic 1 ICUR (http://sbast3.ess.sunysb.edu/fwalter/ICUR/icur.html) is a general purpose screen-oriented data analysis program written in IDL for manipulating and analyzing one dimensional spectra. It is distributed to the public by the authors (F. M. Walter and J. E. Neff). fit to the background. This fitting procedure allows multiple Gaussians, therefore blended lines can be fitted accurately by constraining the line width to the instrumental resolution.
The principal aim of high-resolution LWP spectra was to study the strong Mg ii h (λ 2803.531Å) and k (λ 2796.352Å) emission line cores. In practice, we have focused our analysis on the Mg ii k line, because this line is much better exposed than the Mg ii h line. We found that the flux ratio between the two lines is f k /f h = 1.32 ± 0.02. The high-resolution Mg ii k line profiles were analyzed using the procedure described by Walter et al. (1987) and by Neff et al. (1989) . The method, called the spectral imaging technique, uses the Doppler information in high-resolution emission line profiles obtained at several rotational phases to generate a map of the brightness distribution over the surface of the star. The technique is based on observations that show that the rotationally broadened line profiles are generally observed to be distorted and highly variable from one phase to the next. This is because the typical line profile is the result of several components: the stars' uniformly-distributed emission (hereafter called the "quiet" emission), the interstellar medium (ISM) absorption, and the emission arising from discrete active regions and/or flares. The latter is variable from one spectrum to another because the active regions and flares are intrinsically variable and because their visibility is modulated by the stellar rotation. Therefore, we have fitted each observed Mg ii k line profile with multi-Gaussian components to disentangle each of these contributions.
The adopted fitting procedure (in ICUR) is based on the Bevington's (1969) CURFIT algorithm. The choice of Gaussian functions to fit the Mg ii k line profile is fully justified for several reasons. In the absence of stellar rotation, the intrinsic Mg ii h&k line profiles should have central reversals and the line widths would be given by the analog of the Wilson-Bappu relation (see Ayres 1980; Elgarøy et al. 1997 ). However, stellar rotation "fills-in" the central reversal and enhances the Doppler emission core (Bielicz et al. 1985) . Also, IUE has a very limited dynamic range, so the exposure times chosen to expose the emission core optimally are too short to detect significant emission far in the (perhaps non-Gaussian) wings. More deeply exposed spectra, however, could reveal wings that have non-Gaussian shapes. Finally, the stellar line profile is convolved with the IUE instrumental response, which is close to Gaussian. The net result is an observed line profile that is effectively Gaussian. In the following sections, all derived line widths W are those corrected for the instrumental broadening. We used a square correction,
, with W inst = 18 km s −1 (Garhart et al. 1997 ).
Results from the SWP low resolution spectra
The most relevant lines in SWP low resolution spectra, in order of intensity, are: Lyα (1216Å), C iv (1548+1551Å), 11302+1304+1306Å) , and N v (1239+1243Å). Because of the low detector sensitivity below the Ly-alpha line, in many spectra it was not possible to measure the C iii line. Most of the spectra show a feature at ∼ 1668Å due to a blending of O iii] (1666.1Å), Si i (1666.4/.6Å), and Al ii (1670.8Å). Many spectra show a feature at 1355Å originating from a blending of the O i line at 1355.6Å with other minor O i and C i lines, plus possibly the Fe xxi line at 1354Å. We also measured a weak feature at ∼ 1561Å, with an integrated flux at Earth of 0.86 ± 0.11 10 −13 erg s −1 cm −2 , which is due to the C i multiplet at 1560/1Å. Apart for the Lyα, the integrated fluxes for the most prominent lines are listed in Table 4 . Figure 1 shows the AR Lac light curves in representative transition region (C iv) and chromospheric (Si ii and Mg ii k) lines. Both the chromospheric and transition region light curves show primary and secondary eclipses slightly wider than the eclipses of the photospheres. The mean fluxes, together with the mean out-of-eclipse fluxes and the mean quiet fluxes are given in Table 5 . Three clear flare episodes are visible in the C iv light curve (exceeding by two times the out-of-eclipse standard deviation σ), plus possibly three other minor flare events (≥ 1σ). There is no clear signature of any of these flares in the chromospheric lines. It is worth noting that flares are visible in the C ii line, whose temperature of line formation is ∼ 40 000 K, but not in the Si ii line, which is mostly formed at ∼ 20 000 K. In Table 5 we list also the mean fluxes derived from the analysis of the same set of spectra but reduced by IUESIPS. We found that the NEWSIPS reduction systematically provides higher fluxes than IUESIPS, and the relative difference is generally larger for the low intensity lines. We have found only a slight improvement of the S/N ratio measured in selected spectral intervals from IUESIPS to NEWSIPS for SWP low resolution spectra. 
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Results from the LWP high resolution spectra

Mg II k line profile variability
In Fig. 2 we show the 51 Mg ii k line profiles 2 analyzed with the Spectral Imaging technique. The comparison of Mg ii k line profiles obtained at the same orbital phase (within 0.02 in phase) in successive orbits provides useful information on the intrinsic variability of the chromospheric emission. The spectra acquired close to the orbital quadratures show the emission of the two stars well separated; the major contribution comes from the K0 IV star that is located at longer wavelengths between phases 0 and 0.5, and at shorter wavelengths between phases 0.5 and 1. It appears that between phases 0.1 and 0.3, the G2 IV star chromospheric emission (shorter wavelengths) was significantly less during the first observed orbit than during the second orbit. On the other hand, the emission of the K0 IV star chromosphere was enhanced between phases 0.25 and 0.40 during the first orbit with respect 2 As indicated in Table 2 , of the 59 acquired LWP spectra, 7 were not used in the Spectral Imaging analysis because of poor S/N ratio, while 1 spectrum was lost. The spectra with low S/N ratio were obtained during the high radiation US2 shifts, when both the signal was lower because exposures were shortened to avoid saturation, and the noise was increased, as was the background.
to the second one. Many of the spectra (cf. panels d to h, l, o, q, s to w, and y) show how dramatic the variations in line profiles can be from one orbit to the next.
Three-Gaussian fits to the Mg II k line profiles
Our first step was to fit all of the observed Mg ii k profiles by using two emission components (one for each star), one absorption component for the ISM, and a quadratic function for the background. We have chosen a quadratic function for the background because the Mg ii k emission line is superimposed over a broad absorption profile. We constrained only the FWHM of the absorption component to be equal to the instrumental width.
The interstellar line wavelength provides a constantvelocity reference on the spectrum. Thus, a check of the quality of the relative wavelength calibration among all the acquired spectra is given by comparing the measured wavelengths of the ISM absorption line. Since we find a standard deviation of the ISM line central wavelengths of 0.0687Å, i.e. of the order of 1 bin (reciprocal dispersion ∼ 0.0674Å/bin), we can conclude that the relative wavelength calibration is quite good. Although Pagano (1993) found that IUESIPS spectra obtained close in time, e.g., during a typical 2-4 days observing run, have accurate relative wavelength scales, wavelength offsets were present when comparing AR Lac IUE data sets acquired in different epochs. The existence of such wavelength offsets Fig. 2. a) The 51 Mg ii k line profiles analysed with the Spectral Imaging technique. Spectra acquired at orbital phases within 0.02 are plotted in the same panel, using a solid line for the 1st orbit, a dotted line for the 2nd orbit and a dashed line for the 3th orbit (only panels a, and c). The mean phase is given in each panel. See Table 2 for the identification of the spectra of each panel. The y-axis units are fluxes in units of 10 −12 erg s −1 cm −2Å−1 , the x-axis are wavelength inÅ among spectra acquired years apart, implies that the absolute wavelength calibration of IUESIPS spectra is not reliable (see also Thompson et al. 1990 , for a discussion on the wavelength calibration problems present in IUESIPS data). Instead, the NEWSIPS data show very stable wavelengths even comparing spectra acquired in different observing runs. In fact, we have performed three-Gaussian fits, using the procedure explained above, to 221 out of the 240 LWP(/R) high resolution spectra of AR Lac acquired by IUE since 1979, discarding from our analysis only the poorly exposed spectra. We find that the ISM absorption line wavelengths are normally distributed with a mean of 2796.3425 ± 0.0041, and a standard deviation of 0.0602, that is less than 1 bin. Therefore, according to Nichols & Linsky (1996) , and Barylak & Ponz (1998) , we find that the relative wavelength calibration performed by NEWSIPS is very accurate also comparing spectra acquired years apart. This fact allow us to be confident also on the absolute wavelength scale.
The mean central wavelength of the ISM absorption feature in the Mg ii k line toward AR Lac is 2796.3354 ± 0.0094Å (−1.8 ± 1.0 km s −1 ) according to the analysis of the 1994 data set. This value was best refined to −1.0 ± 0.4 km s −1 (heliospheric) by analyzing 221 of the 240 LWP(/R) high resolution spectra of AR Lac acquired by IUE since 1979.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the stellar radial velocities measured from the central positions of the Gaussians resulting from the three component fits are very close to those expected from the orbital elements derived by Marino et al. (1998) . Therefore, the observed Mg ii k line profiles can be reasonably reproduced by our simple model (two emission and one absorption component). However, the integrated fluxes and especially the line widths show abrupt changes with orbital phase (cf. Fig. 4) that cannot be consistent with spatially uniform and static chromospheres. Our next step was to separate the spatially uniform and static chromospheres (the "quiet" emission) from the active region and flare emission.
The results we have obtained from the 3-Gaussian fits suggest that a constant function is appropriate enough to fit the continuum in a region very close to the line emission core.
Multi-Gaussian fits to the Mg II k line profiles
We based our analysis on a criterion that distinguishes between the emission due to the two quiet stellar chromospheres and the emission arising from discrete bright regions. While the former kind of emission is constant during the orbit, except during the transit and occultation phases, the latter type of emission varies from one spectrum to the next either because the visibility of the active regions is modulated by stellar rotation (as in the case of a chromospheric active region) or because the flux arising from those regions that are intrinsically variable Fig. 3 . Radial velocities of the K0 IV and G2 IV stellar emission components resulting from a free 3-Gaussian fit (two emission and one absorption components) to the Mg ii k line profiles. The solid lines are the stellar radial velocities predicted with the orbital elements of Marino et al. (1998) (as in the case of a flares). Thus, the primary criterion that we used to determine the best solution of a multi-Gaussian fit to each line profile from among the many possible solutions was that the width and flux of the Gaussians that fit the quiet emission from the two stars vary with phase as smoothly as possible. To satisfy this condition additional components to the three used in the previous step were required to fit the observed Mg ii k line profiles. To reduce the number of free parameters of the fit we a) used a maximum of five Gaussians, b) froze the central wavelengths of the two components that fit the stellar quiet emission to the values predicted by the orbital elements, c) constrained the width of the interstellar medium absorption line to the instrumental width, and d) fit the background with a constant instead of a quadratic function. In fact, from the previous step we had already concluded that this choice is adequate in the spectral region very close to the line core. We used the orbital elements recently derived by Marino et al. (1998) , and for the spectra acquired during eclipses we computed the equivalent radial velocities of the visible part of the stars. In Fig. 5 we show two examples of five-Gaussian fits to typical line profiles.
For the data we are analyzing here, the major advantage provided by the use of NEWSIPS instead of IUESIPS release is the reliability of the wavelength calibration in the NEWSIPS case (cf. Sect. 5.2). In fact, we can constrain the centroids of the Gaussians which fit the stellar quiet emission to the stellar radial velocities thanks to the accurate wavelength calibration provided by NEWSIPS. Instead, the substantial improvement in S/N from IUESIPS to NEWSIPS in the spectral region containing the Mg ii lines does not imply significant variations in the results of the multi-Gaussian fit to the Mg ii k lines.
We interpreted the additional components as active regions or another type of structure according to the behaviour of their radial velocity along the orbit. Moreover, the coverage of two sequential orbits allowed us to look for repeated detections, that are suggestive of emission arising in a long-lived active region or in a flaring site. Each profile is best fit by the sum (solid thick line) of the quiet stellar emission components, the absorption component due to the interstellar medium (ISM), and two discrete emission components (E and L1). The E component is representative of those features, identified as active regions, which migrate across the line profile because of the stellar rotation. On the contrary, the radial velocity of the L1 component was almost constant, and the L1 feature was interpreted as due to emission near to the system center of mass
We have separated the quiet chromospheric emission from the two stars and identified discrete components of emission in all of the analyzed Mg ii k line profiles. Most of these features can be interpreted as signatures of active regions on the K0 IV star. However, we also found evidence for a bright Mg ii region close to the Lagrangian point L1, and of an absorbing structure toward the G2 IV star.
The quiet chromospheric emission from the two stars
In Fig. 6 the widths and fluxes of the quiet emission from the two stellar chromospheres obtained from multiGaussian fits are shown versus orbital phase. The total flux from the system, i.e. the measured flux at Earth corrected for the interstellar absorption, is also shown in Fig. 6 . As described in Sect. 5.3, we choose as best solutions of the multi-Gaussian fit to each line profile those that render the fluxes and line widths smoothly varying along the orbit. The best natural solutions with this approach are when the quiet fluxes out-of-eclipse are constant with phase. And in fact, this was what we find for the G2 IV star, which, outside of primary eclipse, is nearly constant at its mean value 3 of 2.27 ± 0.04 (0.26) 10 −12 erg s −1 cm −2 . While we were able to isolate quite well the quiet emission of the G star, the same was not possible for the K star. In fact, the Gaussian component representing the quiet chromospheric emission from the K0 IV star is variable, with a minimum at the primary eclipse and maxima close to the quadratures. For example, during the first observed primary eclipse, the K0 IV star flux is ∼ 33% less than the mean out-of-eclipse flux [4.85 ± 0.12 (0.77) 10 −12 erg s −1 cm −2 ]. Some of the observed K0 IV star variability may be due to the ellipsoidal effect, which predicts maximum flux at quadratures when the maximum apparent surface is visible to the observer. However, a 33% variation due to ellipsoidal effect would be visible also in a much deeper secondary eclipse. Instead, the K0 IV star flux measured during secondary eclipse is consistent with what we expect from the not eclipsed annular surface of a uniformly bright chromosphere whose flux is the mean out-of-eclipse flux given above. Moreover, assuming the ellipsoid semi-axes given by Lanza et al. (1998) and no limb effects, the ellipsoidal effect can be responsible of a relative flux difference not much greater than ∼ 8%. Therefore, a 33% decrease of emission at the primary eclipse implies that the K0 IV star hemisphere opposite to the G2 IV star has an intrisically weaker chromospheric emission.
The fact that the Gaussian component describing the quiet emission from the K0 IV star is not constant means that the K0 IV star chromosphere is bright and inhomogeneous, but our procedure allows us to resolve only the major asymmetrical and rather compact structures. Of course this is imposed from our choice to limit to five 3 Here and hereafter we report the error on the mean and in parentheses the ±1σ scatter around the mean. We do not include the contribution of a possible systematic error in the absolute flux scale. As for the absolute flux calibration of IUE high resolution spectra, Cassatella et al. (2000) have shown that its internal accuracy is about 4% and that it applies both to continuum and emission lines. In analogy to what is seen from the C iv transition region light curve in Sect. 4, the Mg ii light curve (total flux) also shows that the eclipses are wider than expected from the geometrical eclipse of the photospheres. The high resolution Mg ii line spectra allow us to ascertain that the eclipses of the K0 IV star, but not of the G2 IV star, are wider than expected.
In Fig. 6 we also show the widths of the Gaussian components that fit the quiet chromospheric stellar emission, derived from the measured FWHM and corrected for the instrumental broadening as shown in Sect. 3. The measured line widths of the K0 IV star are normally distributed with a standard deviation σ = 4.4 km s −1 around a mean of 140.5 ± 0.6 km s 
the predicted values of W MgIIk are 81 and 73 km s −1 for the K and G stars, respectively. Therefore, the measured line widths are 1.7 (K star) and 1.3 (G star) times greater than predicted. Özeren et al. (1999) showed that the more active stars within a luminosity class have larger Mg ii line widths, and there exists a qualitative dependence of the line width on the temperature minimum position -i.e. a deeper temperature minimum generally correlates with wider lines, and larger column mass at the temperature minimum correlates with wider line width.
A bright Mg ii emission region close to the Lagrangian point L1
In 18 spectra, mostly between phases 0 and 0.5, we have observed an emission feature at a wavelength that was almost constant with the orbital phase. The behaviour of the radial velocity of this feature versus phase is plotted in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 8 in the center of mass (Lagrangian point L1) rest frame. The mean velocity shift with respect to L1 is −17 ± 3 km s −1 . The feature was observed during both orbital cycles, generally not resolved, with a mean flux of 0.21 ± 0.03 10 −12 erg s −1 cm −2 , i.e. ∼ 3% of the mean emission from the whole system. One possible interpretation for such a feature is that it is the signature of a hot spot due to mass exchange between the two stars. Evidence for a similar intersystem structure was found for the RS CVn-type binary system HR 1099 by Busà et al. (1999) and, independently, by Richards & Rosolowsky (1998).
An obscuring prominence close to the G2 IV star
In 9 spectra we found evidence for an absorption feature that is responsible for an abrupt and dramatic weakness of the G2 IV star Mg ii emission flux. In Fig. 7 we show as example two of these spectra. The radial velocities versus phase of this absorption feature, shown in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 8 in the G2 IV star rest frame, follow a normal distribution around a mean value of 4.5 ± 6.5 km s −1 (reduced χ 2 = 0.54). The behaviour can be also fit by a sinusoidal rotation curve of amplitude 30 ± 13 km s −1 (reduced χ 2 = 0.60). Therefore, this feature can be explained by some obscuring material corotating with the G2 IV star at a latitude of about 50 degrees or higher, if it is located high in chromosphere, and centered at longitude ∼ 290 degrees. The feature was resolved when detected close to phase 0.8, otherwise it was generally unresolved. Also the absorbed flux is larger when the feature is observed closer to phase 0.8 than at other phases. The mean flux absorbed by this feature is 0.39 ± 0.06 10 −12 erg s −1 cm −2 , that is about 20% of the total flux of the G2 IV star.
Active regions on the K0 IV star
The radial velocities of all of the remaining additional emission components found by multi-Gaussian fits to the line profiles are plotted in the rest frame of the K0 IV star versus phase in the five panels from the top of Fig. 8 . The cross symbol in Fig. 8 represents the radial velocity of the one absorption feature in front of the K0 IV star, which was clearly detected only once at phase 0.7 during the 2nd orbit. Most of the discrete emission features appear to cross the K0 IV line profile from the blue to the red wing. The behaviour of the radial velocities of these features versus orbital phase, cf. Fig. 8 , can be represented by 5 sinusoidal curves, which we interpret as the radial velocity curves of 5 active regions corotating with the K0 IV star. From the parameters of the sinusoidal rotation curves, the active region longitude, latitude, and/or height above the K0 IV star photosphere can be derived. Neff et al. (1989) gave a complete description of the method used to infer the active region parameters and discussed the potential source of errors. Briefly, the longitude L is given by the orbital phase at which the active region crosses the central meridian, which can be determined from the phase of zero velocity in the best fit radial velocity curve. The lower limit of the latitude, l min , can be derived only when the amplitude of the radial velocity curve is less than or equal to the stellar v e sin i. Since the amplitudes A of the active region radial velocity curves exceed the stellar rotational velocities (v e sin i), we write the amplitude as:
where H is the height above the photosphere in units of the stellar radius. Therefore, when A ≤ v e sin i, l min can be computed assuming H = 1. Otherwise, the minimum height above the stellar photosphere, H min , can be derived assuming l = 0. An upper limit to the active region extention in longitude is given by the minimum line width measured for that active region, assuming that all of the deconvolved component width is due to velocity smearing from a resolved region on the star. This size is an upper limit, because there could be a substantial intrinsic width (i.e., turbulence and flows) and the active regions may not be homogeneous. There is no way to determine the extent of the active regions in latitude, since the inclination of AR Lac is ∼ 90
• . Therefore, we assume that the active regions are circular. Finally, we compute the active region filling factors (µ) as the fraction of the stellar surface Fig. 8 . Radial velocities versus orbital phase of the features that overlap the quiet stellar emission, found by multi-Gaussian fits to the line profiles. Open, filled, and crossed-in symbols are used for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd stellar orbits, respectively. In the 5 panels starting from the top we plot the radial velocities of five active regions versus phase in the K0 IV star rest frame. In thebottom-left panel we show the radial velocity of the L1 emission feature in the center-of-mass rest frame. In the bottom-right panel the radial velocity of an absorption feature detected towards the G2 IV star is plotted versus phase in the G2 IV star rest frame. In the "Other emission features" panel, the cross data point at phase ∼ 0.7 corresponds to an absorption feature, while all other points represent emission features sporadically detected feature Table 6 .
The active regions B, C, and D were detected mainly on only one wing of the K0 IV star line profile. This is likely due to our fitting the profiles with a maximum of five Gaussian components and the overlap of fainter active regions by brighter active regions at similar radial velocities. For example, (a) the active regions A and E are more easily detectable than the active region B at the phases when the active region B would be on the blue wing of the K0 IV star line profile; (b) the active region B and the region close to the Lagrangian point L1 dominates over the active region C between phases 0.1 and 0.3; and (c) the absorption feature in front of the G2 IV star and the active region E are more pronounced on the line profile after the active region D has crossed the central meridian. The third repeated coverage of phases between 0.1 and 0.2 allow us to ascertain that the active regions A, B, and E have a minimum life time of ∼ 4 days. The other two active regions were detected during both of the observed orbits. Thus their life times were at least of 2 days.
The fluxes of the individual active regions and other components as a function of phase are shown in Fig. 9 . The flux of the active region A was nearly constant during its visibility. The active region E showed a clear flux enhancement, equal in both of the orbits, at the central meridian passage, when it also had a larger line width.
The mean active region fluxes (f ) are given in Table 6 , as well as the standard deviation of the measured values that are representative of the flux variability. We also give the active region mean surface fluxes (F ) in the Mg ii h&k lines computed as:
where
, with d the distance and R K the radius of the K0 IV star and µ and H are the active region filling factors and heights in units of the stellar radius from the stellar center. The factor 1.76 in Eq. (3) was used to compute the Mg ii h&k flux from the flux in the k line only, assuming f k /f h = 1.32 as given in Sect. 3.
Some of the additional emission components could not be identified with long-lived active regions. Looking at their radial velocities ("Other emission features" panel of Fig. 8) , we have observed discrete emission features related to the G2 IV star (φ ∼ 0.23, and 0.75) that were probably sporadic brightening, and some other features (all at other phases) related to the K0 IV star. Figure 10 is a sketch of the AR Lac chromospheric map resulting from the spectral imaging of the Mg ii k line. We have not found any discrete feature on the Mg ii k line profile migrating from the blue to red wings with amplitude less than the stellar v e sin i. We believe that this result is due to the difficulty of separating such possible features from the broad quiet stellar emission without higher spectral resolution than IUE could provide. In fact, only features that have wide velocity oscillations around the line center are easily detectable and recognized as active regions in the IUE data.
Discussion
The Mg ii h&k surface fluxes are 4.08 ± 0.52 10 6 and 6.28 ± 0.59 10 6 erg s −1 cm −2 for the K and G chromospheric quiet emission, respectively. The reported errors are ±1σ (one standard deviation) for all of the measured values. Therefore, in a plot of the Mg ii h&k surface flux as a function of the stellar B − V color (see Fig. 11 adapted from Vilhu 1987) , the Mg ii h&k quiet emission from both stars in the AR Lac binary is well below the saturation line in that plot. On the contrary, the Mg ii h&k surface The saturation boundary, defined by the fastest rotators (RS CVn binaries, naked T Tau stars and some other young stars), is drawn with a dashed line. The solid line and its extrapolation (dots) represent the Mg ii basal flux according to Schrijver (1987) fluxes derived for the active regions (see Table 6 ) are close to or exceed the saturation limit (∼ 10 7 erg s −1 cm −2 ). Actually, the exact values of the active region Mg ii h&k surface fluxes depend on how closely the active region cross section area (for which we estimated upper limits) and height above the photosphere (for which we estimated lower limits) approximate the actual values. Since we do not expect that the height can exceed about 2R , the Mg ii h&k surface fluxes of the active regions C, D, and E must be at least half of the computed values. If the actual filling factors are lower than estimated, the surface fluxes can be much higher. For example, the computed surface flux of the active region C is lower than the K0 IV star quiet surface flux. This suggests that we have overestimated the dimension of this active region. For an active region radius half the value given in Table 6 , a Mg ii h&k surface flux 8 times greater would result for the active region C. In any case, the mean Mg ii h&k active region surface flux indicates that the heating mechanism in these active regions operates close to saturation. This result confirms earlier conclusions by Linsky (1991) that the active regions on active stars are regions of saturated heating both in the chromosphere and in the higher temperature regions.
Conclusions
During the 5 days of observations we detected five flare episodes in the transition region (TR) emission lines. None of these flares was visible in the chromospheric lines. Specifically, the detection of flares in the C ii (whose temperature of line formation is log T = 4.6) but not in the Si ii (whose temperature of line formation is log T = 4.3) emission lines suggests that the physical mechanism responsible for the flares can be effective only in a narrow range of temperatures.
The AR Lac light curve obtained from chromospheric and TR emission lines shows eclipses that are much wider in phase than predicted by the geometrical eclipses of the stellar photospheres. This fact implies that the plasma at temperature between about 10 000 and 200 000 K extends well above the stellar photospheres. Actually, the high resolution Mg ii h&k line profiles show that only the K0 IV star has wide eclipses, while the G2 IV star chromosphere seems to be much more confined.
Multi-Gaussian fits to a sequence of 51 Mg ii k line profiles, covering slightly more than 2 stellar orbits, allowed us to describe the properties of the quiet emission from the two stellar chromospheres and to identify localized regions of enhanced chromospheric emission (active regions).
The chromospheric emission of the G2 IV star appears to be both compact and spatially homogeneous. On the other hand, the K0 IV star chromosphere, even apart from the discrete regions that we have identified, is spatially non uniform. Its outer hemisphere (centered at longitude 0) has the weakest Mg ii emission.
Some of the regions of enhanced chromospheric emission are corotating with the K0 IV star and are localized at heights between 0.3 and 1.2 R above the K0 IV star photosphere. Their life-time was greater than our 2-4 days of coverage. The mean Mg ii h&k surface fluxes of these active regions are indicative of a heating mechanism operating in a regime close to saturation.
As discussed by Rodonò et al. (1999) , repeated X-ray observations of AR Lac (Walter et al. 1983; White et al. 1990; Ottmann et al. 1993; Siarkowski et al. 1996; Rodonò et al. 1999) , as well as EUV observations (Christian et al. 1996) show that even though the spatial structure of the corona of this system is highly variable with time, the Xray/EUV emission from the G2 IV star typically comes from regions very close to the photosphere, whereas an extended corona surrounds the K0 IV star. Therefore, the scenario indicated by the X-ray observations is consistent with that emerging from our analysis of the Mg ii emission. Moreover, the presence of bright plasma in the Mg ii h&k line at distances as large as 1.2 R K above the K0 IV star photosphere indicates that multi-temperature structures are cospatial around the K0 IV star.
We have also observed absorbing material in the lines of sight toward both the K0 IV star and the G2 IV star. While the former was a transient event, the latter can be interpreted as due to some obscuring material corotating with the G2 IV star at a latitude greater than 50 degrees. In their analysis of the IUE data set acquired in 1985, Neff et al. (1989) found a pronounced dark spot on the surface of the G2 IV star. This dark spot results from the failure of the Mg ii emission from the G2 IV star to reappear as the G2 IV star emerged from eclipse. Although the possibility of a very dark hemisphere cannot be excluded, it now seems plausible that Neff et al. (1989) may have seen an absorption event, in which the G2 IV star is located behind a large extended cool structure, analogous to what is inferred from the 1994 data set presented in this paper. More direct evidence for the existence of cool structures, that lag behind the K0 IV star, comes from the EUV light curve. In particular, Walter (1996a) found optically thick obscuring material confined within 15
• of the equator of the K0 IV star and extending outward by ∼ R K from the light curve of AR Lac observed with the EUVE DS photometer (70-190Å) . Cool extended structures were also observed on the active single early K dwarf AB Dor in Hα (Collier-Cameron et al. 1990 ) and in UV emission lines (Walter 1996b) . Extended absorbing structures were also seen in the UV emission lines from the eclipsing K2 V-dA binary V471 Tau by Walter & Kim (2000) .
We find a bright Mg ii feature close to the L1 Lagrangian point, which is probably a signature of some hot spot due to mass exchange between the two stars. Evidence for a similar intersystem structure was found for the RS CVn-type binary system HR 1099 by Busà et al. (1999) and, independently, by Richards & Rosolowsky (1998) .
Finally, we find that the mean central wavelength of the ISM absorption feature in the Mg ii k line toward AR Lac is 2796.3354 ± 0.0094Å (−1.8 ± 1.0 km s −1 ) according to the analysis of the 1994 data set. This value was refined to −1.0 ± 0.4 km s −1 by analyzing 221 of the 240 LWP(/R) high resolution spectra of AR Lac acquired by IUE since 1979.
